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SS23 
THE  LOVE  COLLEC T ION

“Love is, Actually, All around us” 
- Quote from Love Actually

Our new SS23 collection “ The love collection” is a tribute to love. 
This collection is dedicated to the importance of  love, 

and is created to remind everyone that love is actually, all around us. 
Love is not defined and love has no boundaries. 

When creating this collection we looked at our surroundings, 
and wanted to explore our designs through love and colours. 

SS23 pictures the reflections of  the sky, and appreciates both art and luxury. 
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GUIA PASTA BOWL 
(set of 2)
Green/yellow/gold 
SKU 406  

ORTIGA PASTABOWL 
(set of 2)
Rose/marine/gold 
SKU 408  

PORCELAIN

Reflections Copenhagen includes another two sets of  tableware to the SS23 collection. This collection adds two pastabowls and two 
breadplates. When creating this collection the main idea was to create an addition to the tableware seen in the AW22 collection. 

Therefore these creations have the same vibrant colour scheme, with inspiration from the 1980’s and Art Nouveau Graphics. 
Reflections Copenhagen recommends mixing these new designs, with the dinner- and dessertplates from the AW22 collection. 

PEDRA BREADPLATE 
(set of 2)
Green/yellow/gold 
SKU 405 

ALVARES BREADPLATE 
(set of 2)
Rose/marine/gold 
SKU 407  
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LEA T-LIGHT

Lea heart T-light is the essence to our tribute to love. This is created in a clear crystal with hearts in different colors shades. 
The Lea heart t-light completes a romantic table setting, by adding both warmth and vibrant colors to your decor.  

This can also be the perfect gift to someone you love.

The Lea moon t-light is created in clear crystal and colourful moons. 
This t-light represents the feeling created when looking up on the sky at night, filled with mysterious darkness 

and a shining moon. The t-light will light up your evening, like the moon lights up the night sky. 
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BONBONNIERES

In the SS23 collection we introduce three new special bonbonnieres. The word bonbonniere originates 
from the italien word “bonbon”, and was first created as a gift given to guest as an apprecitation of  their attendence. 

The idea of  our BonBonniere Collection arises in the concept of  the bonbon - use it to store something special 
for someone you love. 

CHERRY BONBONNIERE - 
Rosso Marble 
Fine hand cut crystal and marble
SKU 397 

BLUEBERRY BONBONNIERE 
White Onyx 
Fine hand cut crystal and onyx 
SKU 398   

APPLE BONBONNIERE 
Emperador Marble
Fine hand cut crystal and marble 
SKU 399   
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CARNIVAL TABLE LAMP NO.2: 
Pink/Black/Clear 
Crystal and brass with Dark Rose silk shade 
62 x 25 cm
SKU 392

CARNIVAL
TABLE LAMP NO. 2

The carnival table lamp No.2, is a new edition to the Carnival lamp Collection. This is a new result of  the wonderful 
collaboration with Design by Us. The rose edition is another highlight in this collection and an item we are most 

proud to present. This lamp will add softness and light to you decor.
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The SS23 collections presents the Arizona bowl, a classic, created in colours of  green, cobalt and clear crystal. 
This bowl aim’s to challenge the conventional home interiours, with unique and different shapes and silhouettes. 

The Arizona bowl can be used to serve delights or just as recognizable and welcoming decor.

ARIZONA 
Rose/Cobalt/Yellow/Clear
Fine hand cut crystal 
SKU 403   

The SS23 collection presents the Madison bowl, an old acquaintance, but now in a new and endearing color theme. 
This eye-catching bowl is created in clear crystal at the top with a green and azure crystal bottom. 

The Madison bowl is perfect to serve sweets treats and bring an ekstra sparkle to classic home interior. 

MADISON 
Azure/Clear/Green 
Fine hand cut crystal
SKU 404  
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All Reflections Copenhagen products have been individually hand produced with unique artisan techniques.


